
 

History Progression at NLAS 
 

Intent 
Our aim is for all pupils to be knowledgeable, expressive and inspired:   

 

In History this means children are engaged and inspired by a well-designed sequential curriculum to be curious and interested to find out about Britain’s past and that of the wider world. History is highly valued as part of our rich 

curriculum. It equips children with the knowledge and understanding of significant aspects of history and the skills they need to make connections to their own histories and to critically evaluate the sources of evidence which are used 

to make historical claims. Our history curriculum draws from and makes full use of the immediate and wider local area which enables children to develop a deep understanding of the rich history of their locality. 

 

Our Four Curriculum Drivers underpin our approach to learning across all subjects at NLAS. 

 

 
 

 

Our intent is that our children gain a coherent knowledge and understanding of Britain’s past and that of the wider world. They learn about diverse places and people and how they have shaped the world we live in today.  Children are 

able to gain historical perspective through developing a growing sense of chronology and placing their knowledge into these timescales.  They are able to use their knowledge to begin to understand the complexity of people’s lives, 

the processes of change, the diversity of societies and the relationships between different groups as well as the challenges they faced. 

 

Through the teaching of subject specific technical vocabulary and opportunities for focused talk during lessons, children develop their ability to speculate, make connections and interpret evidence to develop their understanding about 

the world and its people and build their knowledge to support them throughout their journey in school. 

 

Contrasting localities are carefully chosen to help children to recognise the diversity of our local communities, providing an opportunity to deepen their frame of reference and show empathy and understanding to others. As such, 

resources and materials are selected to challenge stereotypical images of places. 

 

Linking the content of the curriculum to our 10 core values and our All Saints’ Way is essential in the teaching of geography: empowering children with the confidence to have a go, to learn from mistakes and to keep trying and 

improving. 

 

Children explore geography within contexts that connect with their own lives e.g. local area, Rivington Pike visit. 

Within our Enrichment calendar, there are opportunities to develop links to key issues and current affairs, such as through Earth Day, Fair Trade links and our Eco Warriors pupil voice group. 

 

Fieldwork is an essential part of History. We make excellent use of local galleries and museums, along with historic houses. These visits empower children to understand that these places belong to them. A sense of curiosity and 

fascination about the world is essential to fully engaging in a rich, cultural life.  

 

All children, including those who have SEND or are disadvantaged are supported to fully access our curriculum. This may include additional adult support or the use of visuals, structured sentence stems, resources, etc. which acts as a 

scaffold for children’s learning. 

 

 



 

Implementation 

 

The History scheme of work, developed by staff across all key stages, lays out the sequential steps to be taught so that new knowledge and skills build on what has been taught before and pupils can work towards clearly defined high 

quality outcomes.  

 

The periods covered are taught in a chronological order in KS2 to build an understanding of how events fit together 

History is taught in units, with lessons sometimes blocked to allow immersion in the process. 

Each unit starts with teaching chronology and revisits previous learning to build on the timeline. 

Visits to the local area and use of local artefacts, such as the use of maps and photographs of bomb damage to the local area in WWII support contextualised learning. 

 

The history lead supports teachers and monitors standards by reviewing planning of units, talking to children with their books and completing walkthroughs and drop ins of lessons. Governors are also involved in these processes. 

 

 

Impact 
 

Children at NLAS can demonstrate a coherent knowledge and understanding of Britain’s past and that of the wider world. 

Children become increasingly aware of how historical events have shaped the world that they currently live in. 

Children are curious to know more about the past and ask perceptive questions, think critically, weigh evidence, sift arguments, and develop perspective and judgement. 

 

 

Children understand their impact on their locality and the wider world and are inspired to live a sustainable, environmentally friendly life. 

 

Children have developed the geographical knowledge and skills to help them explore, navigate and understand the world around them and their place in it. 

  



 

Chronology  

Year 

Group 
Key Knowledge Key Skills Key Vocabulary 

EYFS 

Children talk about past and present events in their own lives and in the lives of family 

members.  

They know that other children don’t always enjoy the same things, and are sensitive to 

this.  

They know about similarities and differences between themselves and others, and among 

families, communities and traditions. 

Children know about similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, materials 

and living things.  

They talk about the features of their own immediate environment and how environments 

might vary from one to another.  

They make observations of animals and plants and explain why some things occur, and 

talk about changes 

ELG: Talk about past and present events in their own lives and the lives of 

family members. 

 

Can I understand and use vocabulary such as: yesterday, last week, at the 

weekend, this morning, last night? 

1 

Changes in living memory linking to aspects of change in national life  

Lives of significant individuals – Neil Armstrong/Christopher Columbus  

Lives of significant individuals – Kings and Queens 

Events beyond living memory significant nationally or globally – The Great Fire of London  

 

As an historian: Can I put up to three objects in chronological order 

(recent history) on a time line? Can I label timelines with pictures, words or 

phrases? Can I tell others about changes that have happened in my own 

life since I was born? Can I talk about how things have changed since my 

parents or grandparents were children? Use dates to talk about people or 

events from the past? (when appropriate) 

 

Can I understand and use vocabulary such as: in order, a long time ago, 

recently, when my parents/carers, grandparents were children, in the …… 

times? 

2 

Events beyond living memory significant nationally or globally – The Great Fire of London  

Lives of significant individuals – Florence Nightingale, Mary Seacole  

Significant historical events, people and places in their locality – John, George Cadbury 

As an historian: Can I place events or artefacts in order on a timeline? Can I 

label timelines with pictures, words or phrases and give reasons for their 

order? Can I make connections between long and short term time scales? 

Use dates to talk about people or events from the past? (when 

appropriate) Can I connect my new learning of historical people or events 

to others that I have learnt about before? 

Can I understand and use vocabulary such as: in order, a long time ago, 

recently, when my parents/carers, grandparents were children, years, 

decades and centuries, in my lifetime, in my parents’/carers’ lifetime, 

modern, old-fashioned, long term, short term, timeline, time scale, in the 

……. period, in …… times? 

3 

Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age-The Stone Age  

The achievements of the earliest civilisations-Ancient Egypt  

The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain 

As an historian: Am I beginning to use dates and historical terms to 

describe events? Am I beginning to use a timeline within a specific time in 

history to set out the order things may have happened? Can I begin to 

recognise and quantify the different time periods that exist between 

different groups that invaded Britain? Can I place events, artefacts and 

historical figures on a timeline using dates? Am I beginning to understand 

the concept of change over time, representing this, along with evidence, 

on a time line? 

Can I understand and use appropriate historical vocabulary to 

communicate, including: dates, BC, AD, time period, change, ancient, 

century, decade? 

4 

Ancient Greece   

• Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots 

 

As an historian: Can I use dates and historical terms to describe events? 

Can I use a timeline within a specific time in history to set out the order 

things may have happened? Can I begin to recognise and quantify the 

different time periods that exist between different groups that invaded 

Britain? Can I place events, artefacts and historical figures on a timeline 

using dates? Can I understand the concept of change over time, 

representing this, along with evidence, on a time line? 

Can I understand and use appropriate historical vocabulary to 

communicate, including: dates, time period, era, change, chronology, 

ancient, century, decade? 

5 

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots – The Vikings  

A non-European society that provides contrasts with British history – The Mayans A study 

of an aspect of British history that extends pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066 

– Crime and Punishment from the Anglo-Saxons to the present 

As an historian: Can I use dates and historical terms more accurately in 

describing events? Can I place features of historical events and people 

from past societies and periods in a chronological framework? Can I create 

timelines which outline the development of specific features, such as 

medicine; weaponry; transport, etc? Can I describe the main changes in a 

period of history (using terms such as: social, religious and cultural)? Can I 

identify periods of rapid change in history and begin to contrast them with 

Can I understand and use appropriate historical vocabulary to 

communicate, including: dates, time period, era, chronology, continuity, 

change, century, decade? 



 

times of relatively little change? Am I beginning to understand the 

concepts of continuity and change over time, representing them, along 

with some evidence, on a time line? Can I explain the chronology of 

different time periods (local, British and world history) and how they relate 

to one another on a time line? Am I beginning to make connections and 

contrasts between different time periods studied and talk about trends 

over time? 

6 

An historical study of an aspect or site dating from a period beyond 1066 that is 

significant in the locality – The Victorians  

A study of an aspect of British history that extends pupils’ chronological knowledge 

beyond 1066 – A significant turning point in British history – World War II 

As an historian: Can I use dates and historical terms accurately in 

describing events? Can I place features of historical events and people 

from past societies and periods in a chronological framework? Can I create 

timelines which outline the development of specific features, such as 

medicine; weaponry; transport, etc? Can I describe the main changes in a 

period of history (using terms such as: social, religious, political, 

technological and cultural)? Can I identify periods of rapid change in 

history and contrast them with times of relatively little change? Can I 

understand the concepts of continuity and change over time, representing 

them, along with evidence, on a time line? Can I explain the chronology of 

different time periods (local, British and world history) and how they relate 

to one another on a time line? Can I make connections and contrasts 

between different time periods studied and talk about trends over time? 

Can I understand and use appropriate historical vocabulary to 

communicate, including: dates, time period, era, chronology, continuity, 

change, century, decade, legacy? 

 

  



 

 

Knowledge & Interpretation 

Year 

Group 
Key Knowledge Key Skills Key Vocabulary 

EYFS 

As an historian: Can I make observations of animals and plants and explain why some 

things occur, and talk about changes? (The World ELG) Can I look closely at similarities, 

differences, patterns and change? (The World 40-60m) 

 Can I understand and use vocabulary such as: I can see, I saw, same, 

different, similar, change, what happened?, because, explain? 

1 

As an historian: Can I answer questions using a range of artefacts/ photographs/pictures 

provided? Can I talk about the different ways that the past is represented? Can I recount 

some interesting facts from an historical event? Can I talk about some important people 

from the past? Can I talk about how their actions changed the way we do things today? 

Can I recognise that there are reasons why people in the past acted as they did? Can I tell 

you how I found out about people or events in the past?  

Can I find out more about a famous person from the past and carry out 

some research on him or her? Can I find out something about the past by 

talking to an older person? Can I recognise that some forms of evidence 

are more reliable than others when finding out about the past? Can I show 

an understanding of the word ‘nation’ and the concept of a nation’s 

history? Can I show an understanding of concepts such as monarchy, 

parliament, war and peace when learning about historical events? 

Can I understand and use vocabulary such as: find out, explain, facts, 

reasons, events, actions? 

2 

As an historian: Can I describe historical events? Can I describe significant people from 

the past and talk about what they did? Can I explain the causes of an historical event and 

what the consequences were? Can I explain what impact that significant events from the 

past have had on the way we live today? Can I talk about similarities and differences 

between two different time periods? Can I explain how local people or events in history 

have changed things nationally or internationally? Can I explain why someone in the past 

acted in the way they did? Can I choose and use parts of stories or other sources to show 

that I understand events or people from the past?  

Can I explain why Britain has a special history by naming some famous 

events and some famous people? Can I talk about what type of evidence is 

reliable when finding out about the past? Can I talk about a ‘nation’, an 

aspect of its history and the impact it has had on the nation? Can I show 

an understanding of concepts such as civilisation, monarchy, parliament, 

democracy, war and peace when talking about historical people and 

events? Can I create my own accounts of historical people or events? 

Can I understand and use vocabulary such as: find out, explain, reasons, 

events, causes, consequences, impact, affected, actions, time periods? 

3 

As an historian: Am I beginning to give reasons why certain events happened as they did 

in history? Can begin to talk about why certain people acted as they did in history? Am I 

beginning to explain how events from the past have helped shape our lives today? Can I 

begin to appreciate why Britain would have been an important country to have invaded 

and conquered? Am I beginning to describe changes that have happened in the locality 

of the school throughout history? Can I give a broad overview of what life was like in 

Ancient Greece? Am I beginning to compare some of the times studied with those of 

other areas of interest around the world?  

Am I beginning to describe the social, cultural or religious diversity of past 

societies? Am I beginning to describe the characteristic features of the 

past, including beliefs, attitudes and experiences of men, women and 

children? Am I beginning to describe different accounts of an historical 

event, explaining some of the reasons why the accounts may differ? Can I 

talk about the causes and consequences of some of the main events and 

changes in history? Can I use literacy, numeracy and computing skills to 

communicate information about the past? 

 

4 

As an historian: Can I suggest why certain events happened as they did in history? Can I 

suggest why certain people acted as they did in history? Can I explain how events from 

the past have helped shape our lives today? Can I begin to appreciate why Britain would 

have been an important country to have invaded and conquered? Can I describe changes 

that have happened in the locality of the school throughout history? Can I give a broad 

overview of life in Britain under the Roman Empire? Can I compare some of the times 

studied with those of other areas of interest around the world?  

Can I describe the social, ethnic, cultural or religious diversity of past 

societies? Can I describe the characteristic features of the past, including 

ideas, beliefs, attitudes and experiences of men, women and children? Can 

I describe different accounts of an historical event, explaining some of the 

reasons why the accounts may differ? Can I suggest causes and 

consequences of some of the main events and changes in history? Can I 

use literacy, numeracy and computing skills to a good standard to 

communicate information about the past? 

 

5 

As an historian: Can I answer historical questions, using information and evidence that I 

have carefully considered and selected? Can I understand how our knowledge of the past 

is constructed from a range of sources? Can I describe with some detail any historical 

events from the different period/s I am studying/have studied? Can I make comparisons 

and contrasts between historical periods; explaining things that have changed and things 

which have stayed the same? Can I begin to appreciate that how we make decisions as a 

country has been through a Parliament for some time? Can I appreciate that significant 

events in history have helped shape the country we have today? Can I show an awareness 

of the concept of propaganda and how historians must understand the social context of 

evidence studied? Can I identify continuity and change in the history of the locality of the 

school? Can I give a broad overview of life in Britain and some major events from the rest 

of the world?  

Can I make connections, compare and contrast some of the times studied 

with those of the other areas of interest around the world? Can I describe 

the social, ethnic, cultural or religious diversity of past society? Can I 

describe the characteristic features of the past, including ideas, beliefs, 

attitudes and experiences of men, women and children? Can I explain how 

some aspects of history/historical events have had an impact elsewhere in 

the world? Can I use literacy, numeracy and computing skills to an 

exceptional standard to communicate information about the past? Can I 

use original ways to present information and ideas? 

 



 

6 

As an historian: Can I answer historical questions, using information and evidence that I 

have carefully considered and selected, giving reasons for the choices I have made? Can I 

understand how our knowledge of the past is constructed from a range of sources? Can I 

describe in detail any historical events from the different period/s I am studying/have 

studied? Can I make comparisons and contrasts between historical periods; explaining 

things that have changed and things which have stayed the same? Can I begin to 

appreciate that how we make decisions as a country has been through a Parliament for 

some time? Can I appreciate that significant events in history have helped shape the 

country we have today? Can I show an awareness of the concept of propaganda and how 

historians must understand the social context of evidence studied? Can I identify 

continuity and change in the history of the locality of the school?  

Can I give a broad overview of life in Britain and some major events from 

the rest of the world? Can I make connections, compare and contrast 

some of the times studied with those of the other areas of interest around 

the world? Can I describe the social, ethnic, cultural or religious diversity of 

past society? Can I describe the characteristic features of the past, 

including ideas, beliefs, attitudes and experiences of men, women and 

children? Can I explain how some aspects of history/historical events have 

had an impact elsewhere in the world? Can I use literacy, numeracy and 

computing skills to an exceptional standard to communicate information 

about the past? Can I use original ways to present information and ideas? 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Historical Enquiry 

Year 

Group 
Key Knowledge Key Skills Key Vocabulary 

EYFS 
As an historian: Can I answer how and why questions about experiences and in response 

to stories or events? (CAL – ELG) 

 Can I understand and use vocabulary such as: how, why, because, find out, 

I wonder what/if/when/why? 

1 

As an historian: Can I show some understanding of how people find out about the past? 

Can I show some understanding of how evidence is collected and used to make historical 

facts?  

Can I ask questions such as: What was it like for people? What happened? 

How long ago? Can I answer questions by using different sources, such as 

an information book or pictures? 

Can I understand and use vocabulary such as: questions, find out, 

evidence, collect, history, information, research, sources, artefacts, objects, 

historians, investigate? 

2 

As an historian: Can I understand and talk about how people find out about the past? 

Can I show understanding of how evidence is collected and used to make historical facts? 

Can I ask questions such as: What was it like for people? What happened? How long ago? 

Can I answer questions by using a specific source, such as an information book?  

Can I research the life of someone who used to live in my area using the 

Internet and other sources to find out about them? Can I research the life 

of a famous Briton from the past using different resources to help me? 

Can I understand and use vocabulary such as: questions, wonder, find out, 

evidence, collect, points of view, opinion, historical, information, research, 

sources of information, resources, artefacts, objects, historians, investigate? 

3 

As an historian: Am I beginning to use evidence to ask questions and find answers to 

questions about the past? Am I beginning to suggest suitable sources of evidence for 

historical enquiry? Can I use more than one source of evidence for historical enquiry in 

order to gain a more accurate understanding of history? Am I beginning to recognise the 

part that archaeologists have had in helping us understand more about what happened 

in the past?  

Am I beginning to use research skills in finding out facts about the time 

period I am studying? Am I beginning to compare and contrast different 

forms of evidence in my research? Am I beginning to research what it was 

like for specific people e.g. children, during the time period I am studying? 

 

4 

As an historian: Can I use evidence to ask questions and find answers to questions about 

the past? Can I suggest suitable sources of evidence for historical enquiry? Can I use 

more than one source of evidence for historical enquiry in order to gain a more accurate 

understanding of history? Can I recognise the part that archaeologists have had in 

helping us understand more about what happened in the past?  

Can I use my research skills in finding out facts about the time period I am 

studying? Through my research, can I compare and contrast different 

forms of evidence? Can I research what it was like for men, women and 

children in a given period from the past and use different forms to present 

my findings? 

 

5 

As an historian: Can I devise historical questions about the period I am studying? Can I 

seek out and analyse range of evidence in order to justify claims about the past? Can I 

understand that no single source of evidence gives the full answer to questions about the 

past? Can I test out a hypothesis in order to answer a question? Can I appreciate how 

historical artefacts have helped us understand more about British lives in the present and 

past?  

Can I use some different sources of evidence to deduce information about 

the past? Can I select suitable sources of evidence, sometimes giving 

reasons for choices? Can I give a reason to support an historical 

argument? Can I identify propaganda and begin to show my 

understanding of it? Can I refine lines of enquiry as appropriate? 

 

6 

As an historian: Can I devise historical questions about change, cause, similarities and 

differences, and significance relating to the period I am studying? Can I seek out and 

analyse a wide range of evidence in order to justify claims about the past? Can I use 

sources of information to form testable hypotheses about the past? Can I understand that 

no single source of evidence gives the full answer to questions about the past? Can I test 

out a hypothesis in order to answer a question?  

Can I appreciate how historical artefacts have helped us understand more 

about British lives in the present and past? Can I use a wide range of 

sources of evidence to deduce information about the past? Can I select 

suitable sources of evidence, giving reasons for choices? Can I give more 

than one reason to support an historical argument? Can I identify and 

explain my understanding of propaganda? Can I refine lines of enquiry as 

appropriate? 

 

 

 


